FlowBarrel® Ten

The FlowBarrel is like a magnet for fun & adventurous people! While it takes skill and practice to actually ride this wave, it takes minimal effort to be a spectator. So while you offer the thrill of surfing to your ticket purchasers, you are also offering a very entertaining centerpiece that spectators can’t resist! This is the beauty of owning one of these beasts. Watch Food, Beverage, and Retail soar because of this spectacular attraction.

Ride Experience

Within a single attraction your guests can experience so much:

- Thrill of surfing without the intense ocean experience
- Challenging and engaging
- Relaxed, beach-like environment
- All riders can have fun and experience the thrill on a bodyboard
- Advanced riders can experience the thrill of dropping in, carving turns, throwing spray and performing an unending array of maneuvers

Features & Benefits

- Four top of the line pumps; can be run independently or simultaneously
- Recovery areas outfitted with soft Pillow Padding grating system
- Durable foam & vinyl covers entire ride surface
- Riders get a chance to challenge themselves and experience an ocean-like barrelling wave
- Spectators get hooked too and quickly contribute to your Return on Investment through F&B, Retail and Events
- Patented Technology (www.flowrider.com/patents)
DIMENSIONS
W 15 m (49 ft)
L 23 m (76 ft)

TANK VOLUME
454,000 L
120,000 Gal

WEIGHT
507,000 kg
1,100,000 lbs

POWER
REQUIREMENTS
1240 AMPS
640 kW/hr

CAPACITY
120-240
Rides/Hour

*Operational cost is calculated by local electrical costs x kW/hour used

To learn more about all of our products, please visit flowrider.com